Goal Show Help and Information
The goal show system is a new type of show where you can perform for multiple customers at the same time in a private
room from money they have tipped in during the goal show pre-show. During your goal show pre-show you can set how
much money a customer must tip to join the goal show and what money goal you would like to reach in the allotted
amount of time you set. The objective is to get as many people to tip in to help you reach your goal within the time
period you set.
You specify the criteria of the goal show before the goal show pre-show starts. You can determine what your money
goal is and the period of time in which you want to meet that goal. You also specify the minimum amount of money a
customer must tip in for them to enter the goal show as well as how long you will perform for once the goal show starts.
Below are the step-by-step instructions on how to setup your goal show and how it will be presented to you and the
customers throughout the process from goal show pre-show to the actual goal show itself.

Setup Explanation
Clicking the ‘Goal Show’ button in your broadcast interface will allow you to choose your settings for your goal show.

•

What I’ll do in the show – This is a description of how you will perform and what you’ll be doing in your goal
show. This description should be detailed and appealing. This is what will get customers to tip in order to join
your show.

•

Tips Requested – This is how much money in tips you would like to make in the time period you will specify in
‘Minutes to Goal’. An example would be if you want to try and get $100 in tips in 30 minutes during your goal
show pre-show you would set this value to 100.

•

Minimum Buy In – This is the minimum amount of money a customer will need to tip in for them to be eligible
to join the goal show. Customers can tip in more than the minimum amount to help you reach your goal. If you
would like each customer to be required to tip $5 to get into your show you would set this value to 5.

•

Show Minutes – This is the amount of time you must perform the show for after the minutes to goal timer has
counted down. If you do not perform the show for the full allotted time specified all tips you earned will be
forfeited back to the customer and you will not be paid.

•

Minutes to Goal – This is the amount of time you specify in order to reach your goal during the goal show preshow which you have set in the ‘Tips Requested’ box. If you are trying to get $100 in 30 minutes you would set
this value to 30.

Note: During your goal show pre-show you will not be able to accept private shows.

Setup Example
Example settings that you can choose to start your goal show

When your goal show pre-show has started after clicking ‘START REQUEST’ your broadcast interface will change
displaying your goal show information at the top. You have the ability to cancel your goal show at anytime however you
will lose any tips you have received. You can choose to force your goal show at anytime which will essentially set your
goal countdown timer to 0 and the goal show will start assuming at least one customer has tipped in. You might want to
do this if customers have already tipped in and you don’t want to wait any longer for other tips you can force start your
show.

Customer Contributions:
As customers tip you and contribute towards your goal show their usernames and amount tipped in will
appear in the listing on your model broadcast interface:

•
•
•

Customers will only show up in the list if they have contributed to your goal show
Customers will not be able to see this list
If you cancel your goal show pre-show this list we be reset

Customer Experience – Goal Show Pre Show
When your goal show pre-show has started customers will see the following interface when they join your room. The
customer will see how much time is remaining to reach your goal as well as how much your goal is and how much
money has been contributed thus far to the goal.

•
•
•

When the goal show pre-show is started customers will see a new button called ‘RESERVE A SPOT FOR MY
SHOW’.
When customers click this button they will be presented with the following screen in which they can tip in and
contribute towards your goal. This screen also tells them what the minimum tip in amount is.
Customers who have already contributed a tip towards your goal can also continue to tip in and help you reach
your goal.

•

If the customer has already contributed a tip towards your goal show and click the ‘RESERVE A SPOT FOR MY
SHOW’ again they will see the following screen

Starting the Goal Show
•

The goal show can be force started at anytime if you have already received enough tips and want to
start the show without waiting for the countdown timer to hit 0 seconds.

•

When the timer hits 0 seconds and you have received tips towards your goal you will be presented with a
prompt to either start your show or cancel the show. You will have 80 seconds to respond to the prompt before
it times out and your show is automatically cancelled. If you do not respond to the prompt or you choose not to
start the show you will lose all tips that have been contributed and they will be returned back to the customers.

Note: You can still start your goal show even if you don’t hit your goal.

•

If your goal is reached you will be automatically prompted to start the show. You will have 80 seconds to
acknowledge the prompt before the show is automatically cancelled. If you wish you can choose to not start the
show even if you hit your goal.

Warnings
•
•

If you cancel your goal show during the pre show you will receive the following warning. If you choose
to continue and cancel you will lose all tips contributed towards the goal show.
If you attempt to logout of the model interface during a goal show pre show you will also be presented
with the same dialog.

Performance
Once your goal show has started the top bar of your model interface will change showing the countdown left for the
goal show performance that you committed to as shown below. If customers enter your goal show who did not
contribute during the pre show you will see your dollar amount increment and they will enter the room.

Completing Your Goal Show
If you do not complete at least 90% of your goal show time that you have committed to performing you will lose all tips
that were contributed during the pre show. It is only fair to the customers that they receive the full show time for what
they contributed to. Customers will also receive money back if you do not complete the show in full. For example if a
customer tipped in $10 and only 50% of the committed show time was completed they will receive $5 back in their
account.

Customer Experience
Once you have started the goal show customers who have contributed towards the show will automatically be
taken into the goal show with you.
•

•

Any customer who has not contributed to the goal show when it starts will be shown the following
screen. They still have the ability to get into the goal show. They will have to tip in the minimum
amount just like any other customer.
Customers who join the room and were not present for the goal show pre show can also still get into
the goal show. They will be shown how much time is remaining in your goal show.

